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Luxurious, exclusive passenger trains from America’s Trains Inc. return you to 
a romantic golden age where the time spent traveling was anticipated as much as the 
destination(s), a bygone era when gracious hospitality and extraordinary on board 
amenities were enjoyed by a privileged few. Now, unique Journeys by Rail are 
bringing back this marvelous way to travel. 

Throughout the world fewer than ten superb trains provide vacations that are 
comparable to an America’s Trains’ Journey by Rail. Journeys feature exceptional 
facilities, gourmet dining, complimentary beverages, personalized service, and an 
exceptional overall travel experience that is not otherwise available. Distinctive, 
unique enjoyment includes five star service, magnificent scenery, and exciting, 
adventurous and/or tranquil activities at en-route destinations. 

The cost of this upscale lifestyle on board luxurious rail cars with unsurpassed 
amenities and gratifying en-route car layovers is nominal when compared to the 
extraordinary delights enjoyed by a limited number of elite guests. Examples of per 
person per day prices on some of the World’s most luxurious and comparable trains 
follow (minimal prices). 

                                                               

 

 

 

 

 

The average per person per day 
price for other extraordinary and 
luxurious train vacations is over 
$1,380. 

    An exquisite single Journey by 
Rail fare is only $800; for the most 
distinctive, all-inclusive memorable 

vacation experience within the United States. 

  Or, as a Train’Share (timeshare) owner, you 
can enjoy Journeys by Rail for about $308 per 
person per day, a remarkable value that is less 
than 38% of already great individual, single 
Journey fares and 25% of the average price for 
a vacation on an equivalent foreign train, plus 
additional Train’Share owner benefits including 
use of worldwide luxury resort vacations.  

                                                                                                                          Example of a self sufficient private car 

                                                                                                                   

Rovos Rail, 
Africa, $990 

Royal Canadian Pacific, 
Canada, $1,700 (charter) 

Orient Express, 
 Europe, $1,500 

 

 Royal Scotsman, 
Great Britain, $1,368 
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